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INTRODUCTION In this Webquest, you will be focusing on some seventies rock stars. These artists 
decided to use their songs to take a stand and say something about the times they 
lived in. 

TASKS In this assignment students choose one out of the two protest songs from popular 
music to analyze. They will discover the meanings behind these songs, and find out
the connections between the music and the time period.
Finally, they will make connections between the song chosen and the world today. 
Have we learnt anything from the music?
This assignment is to be done in groups of three, students collaborate and show the 
results of their researches in their final report.

PROCESS Group 1. Look for newspaper articles, photographs and other material about the 
pacifist movement of the sixties-seventies in USA.
What differences did you find between that generation and your own?
- They wore...
- They thought that....
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- they liked....
- their favourite music was
- their hair was

Group 2 Look for information about John Lennon focusing on his song "Imagine"

Group 3 Look for information about Bob Dylan focusing on his song "Blowin’ in 
the wind". 

RESOURCES

The sixties

1. Main cultural events and movements (space race, wars, ...

2. The fashion-world in the 60s

3. Means of transport, films and the media

BOB Dylan
His biography and lyrics: "Blowing in the wind"

John Lennon
His biography and lyrics: "Imagine"

Main cultural events and movements (space race, wars, …)
The war and the antiwar movement

http://primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/1960s.html
http://primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/1970s.html

http://www.hippy.com/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=203 

http://www.google.it/url?q=http://www.kidskonnect.com/subjectindex/16-
educational/history/283-viet-nam-
war.html&sa=U&ei=Z8aLUtzNH_OR0QXzlYEY&ved=0CA0QFjAB&sig2=v9bPWOPB
Np2n_9klnXSDQw&usg=AFQjCNHQGleO7oNWjyMhNs5NYA-W6O_jIQ 
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The fashion-world in the 60s
http://www.fashion-era.com/the_1960s_mini.htm
http://www.pinterest.com/barbw2/memories-of-the-50s-60s-and-70s-clothing/

Means of transport, films and the media
http://aslan369.tripod.com/Movie/60s/Best60.html

Bob Dylan 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrQ4saKGI5k
http://www.biography.com/people/bob-dylan-9283052

Bob Dylan's Lyric - http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/bobdylan/blowininthewind.html
Bruce Springsteen performing Dylan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMAWKyOZErs

John Lennon 
http://www.legend-johnlennon.com/
http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/johnlennon/imagine.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRhq-yO1KN8

EVALUATION At the end of the activity you will be given a group grade according to the 
following rubric with the different aspects of your grading:

1. Beginning 4/5

2. Developing 6

3.Accomplished 7/8

4.Exemplary 9/10

Interpretation of song.

1. Little or no interpretation. Misinterpretation of lyrics and faulty historical 
connections.

2. Some errors in interpretation or context, but shows overall understanding.

3. Correct interpretation and discovery of historical context.

4. Excellent interpretation of song meaning and context. Well-researched 
connections to specific issues of the time.

Artist biography.

1. Little to no biographical information about the artist.

2. Suitable biography, but no connections made between the artist and the issue in 
question.

3. Complete biography with connections made to the issues highlighted in the song.
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4. Well-researched biography of the artist, with many insights on their connections 
with the issues in the song.

Connection to present day.

1.Little to no connection made to present day issues.

2.Some connections made, but are slightly off-target in relevance.

3.Several well established connections that are correct and relevant.

4.Connections are not only correct and relevant, but also show the personal input of
the students in the reasoning behind them.

Group work and participation

1.Poor workload-sharing and unbalanced participation between the two members.

2.Partners work well together, but one does more than the other. No personal 
opinions in report.

3.Workload split evenly between members, and personal opinions from both are 
evident.

4.Addressed every question about the song, and split each aspect of the assignment 
equally.

Quality of research

1.Little to no research about song, artist, or historical relevance.

1.Some research, but less than favorable sources like Wikipedia used as evidence.

2.Research is provided for all aspects of assignment, and majority of citations are 
credible.

4.Every citation can be verified, and research is done for every question about the 
song.

CONCLUSION Students will show their reports on the IWB 
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